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Abstract
In a deformation quantization of Rn, the Jacobi identity is automatically satisfied.
This article poses the contrary question: Given a set of commutators which satisfies the
Jacobi identity, is the resulting associative algebra a deformation quantization of Rn? It
is shown that the result is true. However care must taken when stating precisely how and
in which algebra the Jacobi identity is satisfied.
MSC 53D55, 81S10, 81R60
1 Introduction
Deformation quantization of a Poisson manifoldM is usually defined in terms of a star product.
This is a product on C∞(M)[[ε]] which is the set of the infinite sums of complex valued functions
of the form
∑∞
r=0 ε
rfr where fr ∈ C
∞(M). The star product is given by
⋆ : C∞(M)[[ε]]× C∞(M)[[ε]]→ C∞(M)[[ε]] ;(
∞∑
r=0
εrfr
)
⋆
(
∞∑
s=0
εsfs
)
=
∞∑
r=0
∞∑
s=0
∞∑
t=0
εr+s+tCt(fr, gs) ,
(1)
where
Cr : C
∞(M)× C∞(M)→ C∞(M) , (2)
are differential operators,
C0(f, g) = f g and C1(f, g)− C1(g, f) = {f, g} . (3)
We require ⋆ to be associative, f ⋆ (g ⋆ h) = (f ⋆ g) ⋆ h for f , g,h ∈ C∞(M)[[ε]].
We know from Fedosov, Kontsevich and others that such a construction is alway possible,
and the degree to which it is unique. For the case that M = Rn we know that, for a given
Poisson structure, it is unique up to equivalence. Excellent reviews of deformation quantization
are given in [1, 2].
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An alternative, and arguably more intuitive, way of defining a deformation quantization, is
via a quotient of the free algebra C[[ε]]〈x1,..,xn〉. In this article we fix n and we write
F = C[[ε]]〈x1,..,xn〉 . (4)
As a set
F =
{
∞∑
r=0
εrar
∣∣∣∣ar ∈ C〈x1,..,xn〉
}
. (5)
Recall C〈x1,..,xn〉 is the free associative noncommutative algebra generated by {x1,..,xn}, i.e.
ar is a finite sum of finite strings of xi’s, with the product of two string given by concatenation.
The deformation parameter ε ∈ F commutes with all the elements f ∈ F . Thus the product
in C[[ε]]〈x1,..,xn〉 is given by(
∞∑
r=0
εrar
)(
∞∑
s=0
εsbs
)
=
∞∑
r=0
∞∑
s=0
εr+sarbs . (6)
There is the natural surjective homomorphism
πF : F → C[x1,.., xn] ; πF (ε) = 0 , πF (xi) = xi , (7)
where C[x1,.., xn] is the algebra of polynomials in x1,.., xn. Recall ψ : F → G is a homomorphism
of algebras over C if ψ(f + g) = ψ(f ) + ψ(g), ψ(fg) = ψ(f)ψ(g) and ψ(λ) = λ for λ ∈ C.
We use the notation of bold symbols for elements of noncommutative algebras and unbold
symbols for elements of commutative algebras.
In this article we are concerned with the deformation quantization of M = Rn. However
for this introduction we consider the more general case when M is an algebraic manifold or
variety with an algebraic Poisson structure. Let M be an m dimensional manifold or variety
given by
M =
{
(x1,.., xn) ∈ R
n
∣∣∣∣Fs(x1,.., xn) = 0, s = 1,.., n−m
}
(8)
where Fs(x1,.., xn) are polynomials.
Let P(M) ⊂ C∞(M) be the subalgebra of polynomial functions in x1,.., xn, together with
the projection
ψ : C[x1,.., xn]→ P(M) = C[x1,.., xn]/{Fs = 0} . (9)
It is convenient to use the notation ‘/{Fs = 0}’ for ψ, especially in commutative diagrams.
Likewise for the other quotienting homomorphisms.
Let the Poisson structure {•, •} be given by {xi, xj} = Cij(x1,.., xn), where Cij(x1,.., xn) are
also polynomials, which in general may depend on all the xi’s. To be consistent with (8) we
require {xi, Fs} = 0.
A deformation quantization of (M, {•, •}) is given by a choice of F s,Cij ∈ F where
πF (F s) = Fs , πF(Cij) = Cij , for s = 1,.., n−m and i, j = 1,.., n , (10)
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such that the following diagram of homomorphism of complex associative algebras commutes:
F
/
{Fs=0, [xi,xj ]=εCij}
i.e. ψF
///
{ε=0, [xi,xj ]=0}
xi 7→xi
i.e. piF

A/
{ε=0}
xi 7→xi
i.e. pi

C[x1,.., xn]
/
{Fs=0}
i.e. ψ
// P(M)
(11)
where
ψF : F → A = F
/
{[xi,xj] = εCij , F s = 0 , i, j = 1,.., n , s = 1,.., n−m} (12)
and
π : A → P(M) ; π(ε) = 0 π(xi) = xi . (13)
We impose the property on A:
Given f ∈ A such that εf = 0 then f = 0. (14)
We use square brackets to represent the commutator [f , g] = fg−gf . Clearly Cij = −Cji.
It is easy to see that this gives the Poisson structure via
{π(f), π(g)} = π
(
ε−1[f , g]
)
. (15)
Note that the element ε−1 /∈ A, since otherwise the map π would not exist. What we mean
by (15) is that we manipulate [f , g] using (12) so that it is of the form [f , g] = εh, then
{π(f), π(g)} = π(h). It is not hard to show that this manipulation is always possible and that
the result is independent of the choice of f and g.
Borrowing the language from quantum algebra we call an ordering, any linear map ω :
P(M) → A such that π(ω(f)) = f for all f ∈ P(M). Orderings are far from unique. For
example for the deformation quantization of R2 we can set ω(x1x2) = x1x2 (normal order) or
ω(x1x2) =
1
2
(x1x2 + x2x1) (Wick order) or ω(x1x2) = x1x2 + εh where h ∈ A is any element.
Given an ordering, we can use this to construct the star product (1) via
Cr(f, g) = π
(
ε−r
(
ω(f)ω(g)−
r−1∑
s=0
εsω(Cs(f, g))
))
.
However in general this star product will not be a differential star product, i.e the Cr will not
be differential operators.
We observe that π : A → P(M) must be surjective. This is because the maps πF and ψ
are both surjective. This imposes severe restrictions on the possible choices of F s and C ij. In
general random choices of F s and Cij will either produce inconsistencies or counter (14). For
example F = C[[ε]]〈x,y〉 , [x,y] = εCxy = ε , F 1 = yx = 0 , then 0 = (yx)y = y(xy) = εy
in A. Thus y = 0 and π is not surjective.
Examples of deformation quantization constructed in this manner include
• The Heisenberg algebra:
F = C[[ε]]〈p, q〉 , [p, q] = iε .
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• The Manin Plain:
F = C[[ε]]〈x,y〉 , [x,y] = iε(xy + yx) .
Note setting q = (1− iε)(1 + iε)−1 gives xy = qyx.
• The Fuzzy or Noncommutative Sphere [3]:
F = C[[ε]]〈x,y, z〉 , [x,y] = iεz , [y, z] = iεx , [z,x] = iεy , x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 .
• The Noncommutative Sphere-Torus [4]:
F = C[[ε]]〈x,y, z〉 , [x,y] = iεz , [y, z] = iε(wx+ xw) , [z,x] = iε(wy + yw) ,
z2 +w2 = 1
where w = x2 + y2 −R and R ∈ R.
From now on, we concern ourselves only with the case that M = Rn, so there are no F s’s.
Clearly since A is an associative algebra then the Jacobi identity is satisfied,
[xi, [xj,xk]] + [xj , [xk,xi]] + [xk, [xi,xj ]] = 0 (16)
which implies
[xi,Cjk] + [xj ,Cki] + [xk,Cij ] = 0 . (17)
We can ask the reverse question, that is:
Given a choice of Cij which obey the Jacobi identity (17), is the resulting quotient
algebra
ψF : F → A = F
/
{[xi,xj ] = εCij , i, j = 1,.., n}
a deformation quantization?
We prove that this is true.
However the statement of the theorem is a little tricky since we must ask in which algebra
the Jacobi identity (17) is being evaluated. There is no point evaluating it in F since this will
almost never be satisfied, even when the resulting A is a deformation quantization of Rn. Also
we cannot evaluate it in A since (17) will always be satisfied even if A is not a deformation
quantization of Rn.
In order to state the theorem we first define the normal ordered elements of F and the
complete ordering map.
We define the normal ordered elements of F as the subset
FΩ =
∞⊕
s=0
εsFΩ0 ⊂ F where F
Ω
0 = span
{
xr11 x
r2
2 · · ·x
rn
n
∣∣∣ r1,.., rn ∈ N} . (18)
There exists a complete ordering map,
φ∞ : F → F
Ω , (19)
which is linear and has the property
φ∞([xi,xj]) = εφ∞(Cij) . (20)
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The term ordering is used because again, in some sense, we are choosing an order. However
this is a map on a different space to ω defined above.
FΩ

 // F
ψF //
piF $$J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
φ∞
ee A
pi

C[x1,.., xn]
ω
\\ (21)
This map is defined in section 2. Using this map we can define a product on FΩ via
µ : FΩ × FΩ → FΩ ; µ(f , g) = φ∞(fg) (22)
This article is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1. The following are equivalent:
• The quotient algebra A is a deformation quantization of C[x1,.., xn]. (23)
• The product µ on FΩ is associative. (24)
• φ∞
(
[xi,Cjk] + [xj ,Cki] + [xk,Cij ]
)
= 0 , ∀i, j, k = 1,.., n . (25)
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in section 2.
A simple Corollary to theorem 1 is
Corollary 2. Given any Cxy ∈ F = C[[ε]]〈x,y〉, then we have a deformation quantization of
R2.
One application of Theorem 1 is the establishment of the deformation quantization of a
general manifold or variety M, given F s and Cij . In general this is a difficult task. However
we can divide the task in two by first quotienting by [xi,xj ] = εCij and then by F s = 0 as
follows.
F
/
{[xi,xj ]=εCij}
//
piF
&&LL
L
L
L
LL
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
LL
L B
/
{Fs=0}
///
{ε=0}

xi 7→xi

A
pi

C[x1,.., xn]
/
{Fs=0}
// P(M)
(26)
The task now reduces to: first establishing that the Jacobi identity given by Cij reduces to
zero (25) and thus showing that B is a deformation quantization of C[x1,.., xn]; second: showing
that F s is in the centre B, i.e. that [F s,xi] = 0.
2 Definition of φ∞ and proof of (25)=⇒(24) in Theorem 1
Let F0 = C〈x1,..,xn〉 ⊂ F be the algebra of elements with terms with no ε factors. We can
also set εF = {εf | f ∈ F}, so that F = F0 ⊕ εF . We define the linear map
φ : F → FΩ0 ⊕ εF (27)
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where FΩ0 is given by (18) as follows: Since φ is linear we need only define its effect on words
(monomials). If f ∈ εF then let φ(f) = f . If f ∈ F0 is a monomial then f is a permutation
of a completely ordered string
r1 factors︷ ︸︸ ︷
x1 · · ·x1
r2 factors︷ ︸︸ ︷
x2 · · ·x2 · · ·
rn factors︷ ︸︸ ︷
xn · · ·xn .
We know, therefore, that f can be written in the form
f = xr11 x
r2
2 · · ·x
rn
n + terms containing commutators, i.e. terms of the form g[xi,xj]h
and we can fix one such expression for each monomial f . We then replace the terms with
commutators in using the relation
[xi,xj] 7→ εCij (28)
thus forcing these terms to be in εF . So far we have not completely defined φ. For example
there are two ways of reordering x3x2x1:
x3x2x1 =x3x1x2 + x3[x2,x1] = x1x3x2 + x3[x2,x1] + [x3,x1]x2
=x1x2x3 + x1[x3,x2] + x3[x2,x1] + [x3,x1]x2
7→x1x2x3 + εx1C32 + εx3C21 + εC31x2
(29)
and
x3x2x1 =x2x3x1 + [x3,x2]x1 = x2x1x3 + x2[x3,x1] + [x3,x2]x1
=x1x2x3 + [x2,x1]x3 + x2[x3,x1] + [x3,x2]x1
7→x1x2x3 + εC21x3 + εx2C31 + εC32x1 .
(30)
We choose the following algorithm to make φ well defined. First move all the x1’s left starting
with the left most, then move all the x2’s left, and so on. Thus φ(x3x2x1) is given by (29) and
not (30).
To make this more precise we define the following relationship on monomials. Let f ∈ F0
be a monomial, we write xi ≺ f if all the factors in f have a strictly higher subscript than
xi, and xi  f if all the factors in f have a higher or equal subscript than xi, i.e. if f has m
factors we can write f = xσ(1) · · ·xσ(m), where σ : {1,.., m} → {1,.., n}. We write
xi ≺ xσ(1) · · ·xσ(m) if i < σ(k), k = 1,.., m ,
xi  xσ(1) · · ·xσ(m) if i ≤ σ(k), k = 1,.., m .
(31)
Given any monomial f ∈ F0 there exists a lowest factor with respect to ≺ which is the factor
xi such that xi  f . The lowest factor decomposition of f means writing f = gxih where
g,h ∈ F0 are monomials such that xi ≺ g and xi  h. Thus the xi in f = gxih represents
the left most lowest factor of f .
Given the monomial xσ(1) · · ·xσ(m) such that xi ≺ xσ(1) · · ·xσ(m) let
C(xσ(1) · · ·xσ(r−1),xi) =
m∑
r=1
xσ(1) · · ·xσ(r−1)Cσ(r) ixσ(r+1) · · ·xσ(m) (32)
and let C(1,xi) = 0. We observe that C(•,xi) obeys a Leibniz rule.
Lemma 3. Given the monomials f , g ∈ F0 and i ∈ {1,.., n} such that xi ≺ fg then
C(fg,xi) = C(f ,xi)g + fC(g,xi) . (33)
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Proof. First observe that xi ≺ fg if and only if both xi ≺ f and xi ≺ g. Let f = xσ(1) · · ·xσ(m)
and g = xσ(m+1) · · ·xσ(s), then (33) follows from (32).
We set φ(1) = 1 and define φ(f ) for monomials f ∈ F0 inductively via the lowest factor
decomposition:
φ(gxih) = xiφ(gh) + εC(g,xi)h , (34)
where xi ≺ g and xi  h. Also let
∆(f) = φ(f)− f . (35)
Let J be the ideal generated by the Jacobi identity, i.e.
J = span
{
f
(
[xi,Cjk] + [xj ,Cki] + [xk,Cij ]
)
g
∣∣∣ f , g ∈ F , i, j, k = 1,.., n} (36)
and let K be the algebra generated by the elements ∆(g), i.e.
K = span
{
f∆(g)h
∣∣∣ f , g,h ∈ F} . (37)
Lemma 4. Let f ∈ F0 be a monomial such that xi ≺ f and xj ≺ f then
[C ij, f ] + [C(f ,xi),xj ]− [C(f ,xj),xi] ∈ J+K . (38)
Proof. We shall prove this via induction on the number of factors in f . Clearly if f = 1 then
(38) is trivial. If f = xk then (38) the Jacobi identity. Assuming (38) is true for f , consider
for f → xkf gives us:
[Cij ,xkf ] + [C(xkf ,xi),xj ]− [C(xkf ,xj),xi]
=[C ij,xk]f + xk[C ij, f ] + [Ckif ,xj] + [xkC(f ,xi),xj ]− [Ckjf ,xi]− [xkC(f ,xj),xi]
=[C ij,xk]f + xk[C ij, f ] + [Cki,xj ]f +Cki[f ,xj] + [xk,xj ]C(f ,xi) + xk[C(f ,xi),xj]
− [Ckj,xi]f −Ckj[f ,xi]− [xk,xi]C(f ,xj)− xk[C(f ,xj),xi]
=
(
[Cij ,xk] + [Cki,xj ] + [Cjk,xi]
)
f + xk
(
[C ij, f ] + [C(f ,xi),xj ]− [C(f ,xj),xi]
)
+
(
Cki[f ,xj]− [xk,xi]C(f ,xj)
)
+
(
[xk,xj ]C(f ,xi)−Ckj[f ,xi]
)
∈ J+K ,
since clearly the first term is in J , and the second term is in J+K due to the induction
assumption. The third and fourth terms are in K due to the following: since xj ≺ f , then
φ(fxj) = xjφ(f) + εC(f ,xj) and φ(xjf ) = xjφ(f), hence φ([f ,xj ]) = εC(f ,xj). Hence
Cki[f ,xj ]− [xk,xi]C(f ,xj) = Cki[f ,xj ]− εCkiC(f ,xj) + εCkiC(f ,xj)− [xk,xi]C(f ,xj)
= −Cki∆([f ,xj ]) + ∆([xk,xi])C(f ,xj) ∈ K .
Lemma 5. Let f ∈ F0 be a monomial such that xi ≺ f then
φ(∆(f )xi) ∈ ε(J+K) . (39)
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Proof. Let f have m factors. We define fm−r and gr, inductively on r = 0,.., m, to be mono-
mials in F0 with m − r and r factors respectively. Let fm = f and g0 = 1. For each k let
a, b ∈ F0 so that fm−r = axkb is the lowest factor decomposition of fm−r. Let fm−r−1 = ab
and gr+1 = gxk. Thus gr is normal ordered. We shall prove by induction (backwards) on r
that
hr ∈ ε(J+K) where hr = φ(gr∆(fm−r)xi) . (40)
For r = m then f0 = 1 and φ(1) = 1, so ∆(1) = 0 and thus hm = 0. Similarly if r = m − 1
then f 1 = xs for some s and φ(xs) = xs, so ∆(xs) = 0, thus hm−1 = 0.
Assume hr+1 ∈ ε(J+K). Let fm−r = axkb be the lowest factor decomposition of fm−r.
Then
φ(fm−r) = φ(axkb) = xkφ(ab) + εC(a,xk)b = xkφ(fm−r−1) + εC(a,xk)b ,
thus
φ(gr∆(fm−r)xi) =φ(grφ(fm−r)xi)− φ(grfm−rxi)
=φ(grxkφ(fm−r−1)xi) + εgrC(a,xk)bxi − φ(grfm−rxi)
=φ(gr+1∆(fm−r−1)xi) + φ(gr+1fm−r−1xi) + εgrC(a,xk)bxi − φ(grfm−rxi)
=hr+1 + φ(grxkabxi) + εgrC(a,xk)bxi − φ(graxkbxi) .
(41)
Looking at the terms in (41) we have
φ(grxkabxi) = xiφ(grxkab) + εC(grxkab,xi)
= xigrxkφ(ab) + ε(C(gr,xi)xkab+ grCkiab+ grxkC(a,xi)b+ grxkaC(b,xi))
and
φ(graxkbxi) =xiφ(graxkb) + εC(graxkb,xi)
=xigrφ(axkb) + εC(graxkb,xi)
=xigrxkφ(ab) + εC(graxkb,xi) + εxigrC(a,xk)b
=xigrxkφ(ab) + ε(C(gr,xi)axkb+ grC(a,xi)xkb+ graCkib
+ graxkC(b,xi) + xigrC(a,xk)b) ,
thus
φ(grxkabxi) + εgrC(a,xk)bxi − φ(graxkbxi)
=ε
(
C(gr,xi)xkab+ grCkiab+ grxkC(a,xi)b+ grxkaC(b,xi) + grC(a,xk)bxi
− C(gr,xi)axkb− grC(a,xi)xkb− graCkib− graxkC(b,xi)− xigrC(a,xk)b
)
=ε
(
C(gr,xi)[xk,a]b+ gr[Cki,a]b− gr[C(a,xi),xk]b+ gr[xk,a]C(b,xi)
+ grC(a,xk)[b,xi] + gr[C(a,xk),xi]b− [xi, gr]C(a,xk)b
)
=εgr
(
[Cki,a]− [C(a,xi),xk] + [C(a,xk),xi]
)
b
+ ε
(
[gr,xi]C(a,xk)b− C(gr,xi)[a,xk]b+ grC(a,xk)[b,xi]− gr[a,xk]C(b,xi)
)
.
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Since xi ≺ a and xk ≺ a then, from lemma 4, we have
gr
(
[Cki,a]− [C(a,xi),xk] + [C(a,xk),xi]
)
b ∈ J+K .
Also
[gr,xi]C(a,xk)b− C(gr,xi)[a,xk]b
= [gr,xi]C(a,xk)b− εC(gr,xi)C(a,xk)b− C(gr,xi)[a,xk]b+ C(gr,xi)εC(a,xk)b
= −∆([gr,xi])C(a,xk)b+ C(gr,xi)∆(a,xk)b ∈ K .
Hence we have
φ(grxkabxi) + εgrC(a,xk)bxi − φ(graxkbxi) ∈ ε(J+K) . (42)
Substituting (42), and the induction assumption hr+1 ∈ ε(J+K), into (41) gives
hr = φ(gr∆(f r)xi) ∈ ε(J+K) . (43)
Hence hr ∈ ε(J+K) for all k. In particular h0 ∈ ε(J+K) which is equivalent to (39).
Theorem 6.
φ(K) ⊂ ε(J+K) . (44)
Proof. We need to show φ(f∆(g)h) ∈ ε(J+K). From linearity we can assume that f , g,h ∈ F
are monomials with no ε factor. We shall use induction on the total number of factors in f , g,
and h. Let xk be the lowest factor in the monomial fgh. Thus the lowest factor decomposition
of fgh is either: fgh = axkbgh or fgh = faxkbh or fgh = fgaxkb depending on where
the left most xk occurs. Taking each case in turn:
If f = axkb then our induction assumption is φ(ab∆(g)h) ∈ ε(J+K) and
φ(f∆(g)h) =φ(axkb∆(g)h) = xkφ(ab∆(g)h) + εC(a,xk)b∆(g)h ∈ ε(J+K) . (45)
If g = axkb then our induction assumption is φ(f∆(ab)h) ∈ ε(J+K) and so
φ(f∆(g)h) =φ(f∆(axkb)h) = φ(fφ(axkb)h− faxkbh)
=φ(fxkφ(ab)h− faxkbh) + εfC(a,xk)bh
=xkφ(fφ(ab)h− fabh) + ε(C(f ,xk)φ(ab)h− C(f ,axk)bh+ fC(a,xk)bh)
=xkφ(f∆(ab)h) + εC(f ,xk)∆(ab)h ∈ ε(J+K) .
(46)
If h = axkb then our induction assumption is φ(f∆(g)ab) ∈ ε(J+K). Let φ(g) = gΩ+εgˆ
where gΩ ∈ F
Ω
0 . Then
φ(f∆(g)h) =φ(f∆(g)axkb) = φ(fφ(g)axkb− fgaxkb)
=φ(fgΩaxkb− fgaxkb) + εfgˆaxkb
=xkφ(fgΩab− fgab) + εC(fgΩa,xk)b− εC(fga,xk)b+ εfgˆaxkb
=xkφ(f∆(g)ab)− εxkfgˆab+ εC(fgΩa,xk)b− εC(fga,xk)b+ εfgˆaxkb
=xkφ(f∆(g)ab) + ε(C(fgΩa,xk)− C(fga,xk) + [fgˆa,xk])b
=xkφ(f∆(g)ab) + ε
(
C(f ,xk)gΩa+ fC(gΩ,xk)a+ fgΩC(a,xk)− C(f ,xk)ga
− fC(g,xk)a− fgC(a,xk) + [f ,xk]gˆa+ f [gˆ,xk]a+ fgˆ[a,xk]
)
b
=xkφ(f∆(g)ab) + ε(C(f ,xk)(gΩ − g) + [f ,xk]gˆ)ab
+ εf (C(gΩ,xk)− C(g,xk) + [gˆ,xk])ab+ εf ((gΩ − g)C(a,xk) + gˆ[a,xk])b ,
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since
C(f ,xk)(gΩ − g) + [f ,xk]gˆ =C(f ,xk)(gΩ + εgˆ − g) + ([f ,xk]− εC(f ,xk))gˆ
=C(f ,xk)∆(g)−∆([f ,xk])gˆ ∈ K
and from lemma 5, we have
φ(∆(g)xk) =φ((gΩ + εgˆ − g)xk) = xkφ(gΩ) + εC(gΩ,xk)− xkφ(g)− εC(g,xk) + εgˆxk
=εC(gΩ,xk)− εC(g,xk) + xkgΩ − xk(gΩ + εgˆ) + εgˆxk
=εC(gΩ,xk)− εC(g,xk) + ε[gˆ,xk]
and so
C(gΩ,xk)− C(g,xk) + [gˆ,xk] ∈ (J+K) .
Therefore
φ(f∆(g)h) = φ(f∆(g)axkb) ∈ ε(J+K) . (47)
Hence from (45,46,47) we see that φ(f∆(g)h) ∈ ε(J+K) where ever the lowest factor of
fgh occurs. Equation (44) follows.
Definition of φr and φ∞
We are now in a position to define φr and thus φ∞. We define the linear maps
φr : F →
r−1⊕
s=0
εsFΩ0 ⊕ ε
rF (48)
for r ∈ N by induction. Let φ0(f) = f and let φ1(f) = φ(f). For each r ≥ 1 let the components
of φr(f) be given by
φr(f ) = f
Ω
r + ε
rfˆ r where f
Ω
r ∈
r−1⊕
s=0
εsFΩ0 and fˆ r ∈ F , (49)
i.e. fΩr consists of all the terms in φr−1(f ) with coefficients ε
0, ε1, . . . εr−1. Set
φr+1(f ) = f
Ω
r + ε
rφ(fˆ r) . (50)
This results in φr(εf) = φr−1(f ). The limit of these maps is given by the complete ordering
map:
φ∞ : F → F
Ω =
∞⊕
s=0
εsFΩ0 (51)
where φ∞(f )− φr(f ) ∈ ε
rF . Given f ∈ F then it is easy to see that
φ∞(f ) = 0 ⇐⇒ φr(f) ∈ ε
rF ∀r ∈ N . (52)
Lemma 7. Given f , g,h ∈ F then
φ∞(fφ∞(g)h− fgh) ∈ εφ∞(J+K) . (53)
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Proof. Equation (53) is equivalent to showing
φ∞(fφr(g)h− fgh) ∈ εφ∞(J+K) (54)
for all r ∈ N. This we show by induction on r. From theorem 6 we have φ(fφ(g)h− fgh) ∈
ε(J+K), hence φ∞(fφ1(g)h − fgh) ∈ εφ∞(J+K) so (54) is true for r = 1. Assume (54) is
true for r, then letting φr(g) = g
Ω
r + ε
rgˆr as in (49) then
φ∞(fg
Ω
r h− fgh) + ε
rφ∞(fgˆrh) ∈ εφ∞(J+K) .
From theorem 6 we have φ∞(fφ(gˆr)h− fgˆrh) ∈ εφ∞(J+K), hence
εrφ∞(fφ(gˆr)h− fgˆrh) ∈ ε
r+1φ∞(J+K) ⊂ εφ∞(J+K) .
Thus
φ∞(fφr+1(g)h− fgh) = φ∞(fg
Ω
r h+ ε
rfφ(gˆr)h− fgh) ∈ εφ∞(J+K) .
Thus (54) and hence (53).
We can now prove the difficult part of theorem 1.
Theorem 8. (25)=⇒(24)
Proof. Given i, j, k = 1,.., n and f , g ∈ F , then from (53), we have
φ∞
(
fφ∞
(
[xi,Cjk]+[xj,Cki]+[xk,Cij]
)
g − f
(
[xi,Cjk]+[xj,Cki]+[xk,Cij]
)
g
)
∈ εφ∞(J+K).
But from (25) we have φ∞
(
[xi,Cjk] + [xj ,Cki] + [xk,Cij ]
)
= 0, hence
φ∞
(
f
(
[xi,Cjk] + [xj ,Cki] + [xk,Cij ]
)
g
)
∈ εφ∞(J+K)
which, from linearity, implies
φ∞(J ) ⊂ εφ∞(J+K) .
From theorem 6 we have φ∞(K) ⊂ εφ∞(J+K). Combining these gives φ∞(J+K) ⊂ εφ∞(J+K)
which implies φ∞(J+K) = {0}. In other words given f , g,h ∈ F we have
φ∞(fφ∞(g)h)− φ∞(fgh) = 0 .
This implies
µ(f , µ(g,h))− µ(µ(f , g)h) = φ∞(fφ∞(gh))− φ∞(φ∞(fg)h) = 0 .
Hence µ is associative.
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3 Proof of (23)=⇒(25) of Theorem 1
Recall that (23) states that A is a deformation quantization of Rn.
Lemma 9. Given f ∈ A such that π(f) = 0 then there exists f ′ ∈ A such that f = εf ′.
Proof. Since ψF is surjective, there exists fˆ ∈ F such that ψF (fˆ) = f . Since π(ψF(fˆ )) =
π(f) = 0 then fˆ ∈ ker(π ◦ ψF ) and so fˆ = εa +
∑
ijk b
k
ij[xi,xj ]c
k
ij for some a, b
k
ij , c
k
ij ∈ F .
Thus
f =ψF(fˆ ) = ψF
(
εa+
∑
ijk
bkij [xi,xj ]c
k
ij
)
= εψF(a) + ψF
(∑
ijk
bkij [xi,xj ]c
k
ij
)
=εψF
(
a +
∑
ijk
bkijC ijc
k
ij
)
.
Let Ω : C[x1,.., xn]→ F
Ω
0 ⊂ F
Ω be the linear map given by Ω(xr11 x
r2
2 · · ·x
rn
n ) = x
r1
1 x
r2
2 · · ·x
rn
n .
Since π : A → C[x1,.., xn] is a surjective homomorphism, we have π ◦ ψF ◦ Ω is the identity on
C[x1,.., xn]. The following (non commuting) diagram show these maps:
FΩ

 // F
ψF //
piF $$J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
φ∞
ee A
pi

Ω
{{
C[x1,.., xn]
Ω
YY (55)
Let
Ω : A → FΩ ; Ω(f ) =
∞∑
r=0
εrf r (56)
where
f r = Ωπ
(
1
εr
(
f −
r−1∑
s=0
εsψF (f s)
))
∈ FΩ0 .
Lemma 10. Ω : A → FΩ is well defined and Ω is a left inverse of ψF , i.e. ψF ◦ Ω is the
identity of A.
Proof. We show by induction that
f −
r−1∑
s=0
εsψF (f s) ∈ ε
rA . (57)
It is trivial for r = 0. Assume (57) is true for r so that f r ∈ F
Ω
0 is defined, then
π
(
1
εr
(
f −
r∑
s=0
εsψF (f s)
))
=π
(
1
εr
(
f −
r−1∑
s=0
εsψF (f s)
))
− πψF (f r)
=πψFΩπ
(
1
εr
(
f −
r−1∑
s=0
εsψF (f s)
))
− πψF (f r)
=πψF (f r)− πψF(f r) = 0
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hence using lemma 9, (57) is true for r + 1. Thus (57) is true and Ω : A → FΩ is well defined.
Given f ∈ A then ψFΩ(f) = f since
f − ψFΩ(f) = f −
r−1∑
s=0
εsψF(f s)−
∞∑
s=r
εsψF (f s) ∈ ε
rA
for all r ∈ N, and hence Ω right inverse of ψF .
Lemma 11.
ΩψF(f ) = φ∞(f) . (58)
Proof. From (32) we have
εψF (C(xσ(1) · · ·xσ(r−1),xi)) =
m∑
r=1
ψF (xσ(1) · · ·xσ(r−1))ψF (εCσ(r) i)ψF (xσ(r+1) · · ·xσ(m))
=
m∑
r=1
ψF (xσ(1) · · ·xσ(r−1))ψF ([xσ(r),xi])ψF(xσ(r+1) · · ·xσ(m))
=ψF ([xσ(1) · · ·xσ(r−1),xi])
and so ψF ([f ,xi]) = εψF (C(f ,xi)) for f ∈ F .
By induction on the number of factors in f ∈ F we show
ψF (φ(f)) = ψF (f) . (59)
This is true for f = 1. Let f = gxih be the lowest factor decomposition of f . Then
ψF(φ(f)) =ψF(φ(gxih)) = ψF (xiφ(gh)) + ψF (εC(g,xi)h)
=ψF(xi)ψF (φ(gh)) + ψF([g,xi]h) = ψF(xigh+ [g,xi]h) = ψF (gxih) = ψF (f) .
Repeatedly applying (59) gives ψFφ∞(f) = ψF(f ).
Note that the kernel of ψF : F → A consists of elements of the form f([xi,xj] − εCij)g.
Thus ker(ψF)
⋂
FΩ = {0}. Hence if f ∈ FΩ then f−ΩψF (f) ∈ ker(ψF )
⋂
FΩ so f−ΩψF (f) =
0.
Hence since φ∞(f) ∈ F
Ω we have
φ∞(f) = ΩψFφ∞(f) = ΩψF (f) .
Theorem 12. (23)=⇒(25).
Proof. Given f , g ∈ F we have
φ∞(fφ∞(g)) =ΩψF (f ΩψF(g)) = Ω(ψF (f)ψFΩψF(g)) = Ω(ψF (f)ψF(g))
=ΩψF (fg) = φ∞(fg) .
Given i, j, k = 1,.., n then φ∞([xj,xk]) = εφ∞(Cjk). Since F is associative
0 =φ∞(0) = φ∞
(
[xi, [xj ,xk]] + [xj, [xk,xi]] + [xk, [xi,xj]]
)
=φ∞
(
[xi, φ∞([xj ,xk])] + [xj, φ∞([xk,xi])] + [xk, φ∞([xi,xj ])]
)
=εφ∞
(
[xi,Cjk] + [xj ,Cki] + [xk,Cij ]
)
and using (14), (25) follows.
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4 Proof of (24)=⇒(23) of Theorem 1
Proof. If µ is an associative product, then we can define the map
π : FΩ → C[x1,.., xn] ; π
(
∞∑
r=0
εrf r
)
= f0 . (60)
This map is clearly surjective. Furthermore if µ(ε, f) = 0 then 0 = φ∞(εf ) = εφ∞(f) ∈ F so
φ∞(f ) = 0, so (14) is satisfied. Thus (F
Ω, µ) is a deformation quantization of C[x1,.., xn].
5 Conclusion and Discussion
We have shown that theorem 1 is true. Thus in order to show that a set of commutation
relations forms an associative algebra it is simply necessary that the Jacobi identity is satisfied,
with the correct form of ordering the generators. A further task would be to show that the
result is independent of how the generators are commuted.
As stated in the introduction this is the first step to establishing a deformation quantization
A of a general manifold M, as in diagram (26). Theorem 1 shows that B is a deformation
quantization of Rn. The second step is to show that the polynomials F s are in the centre of
the algebra B, i.e. that [F s,xi] = 0 for all F s and xi. This enables us to quotient by {F s = 0}
to give A.
Since we are commuting generators of a noncommutative algebra in a prescribed way, this
work is related to noncommutative Groebner bases as in the discussion of orderings. Further-
more the map φ : F 7→ F is an example of a rewrite system. For instance, the two methods of
commuting x3x2x1 to give x1x2x3 (29-30) can be drawn as a hexagon:
x3x2x1
uujjjj
jj
j
))TTT
TT
TT
x3x1x2

x2x3x1

x1x3x2
))TTT
TT
TT
x2x1x3
uujjjj
jj
j
x1x2x3
This is an example of a permutahedron. If we calculate the difference between (29) and (30) we
get the Jacobi identity. So we can say this hexagon represents the Jacobi identity. If we wish to
consider alternative quantization methods, say working with an associator for non associative
algebra, then we will consider this and more complicated permutahedra. This has connections
to higher dimensional algebras.
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